


Dream
In dreams you can do anything and achieve the incredible. Eadon Green 
believe in making dreams a reality and Zanturi is proof that dreams do 
come true.

How would you define your dream car? We invite you to settle for nothing 
short of the very best, or maybe a little more.



Design
In a world where contemporary automotive design appears to care more 
about physics and increasing uniformity – Zanturi dares to value 
elegance, beauty and individuality without compromising on 
technological advances. Surely, in today’s world a car should 
speak to the heart and soul as much as to the head.



Develop
Zanturi strives to embody the very best in automotive evolution, taking what 
is considered to be the epitome of motoring excellence and demanding 
more. This desire to create the world’s very best driving experience is what 
ensures that owning a Zanturi enables you to join one of the most exclusive 
groups in the world.



Refine
Zanturi starts with the very best and refines it further.  
The unique specification experience that our donor  
car is known for around the world ensures that  
every aspect of your dream Zanturi is exactly  
as you wish it. Any aspect can be refined, until  
every detail is perfect. Exactly as you want it.



Build
There is a reason why Zanturi is based on one of the most beautifully built and 
technologically advanced cars in the world. A dream car is one that takes the best 
this world has to offer and makes it even better. Eadon Green’s carriage builders 
apply their years of experience and traditional skills to blend their vision seamlessly 
with the faultlessly built machine. Making the best even better.



Touch
Zanturi is the ultimate experience for all the senses. From the moment you 
see this dream car you want to touch it to make sure it’s real. The desire to 
engage all your senses when you sit in this ultimate expression of individuality 
is a pleasure that few get to experience. Engage your senses today.



Drive



Personalize
Attention to every special detail

The first time you see Zanturi you will fall in love. 
What colour do you want yours to be?



Bespoke
You are only limited by your imagination

The level to which you can make Zanturi truly yours is 
extraordinary. Talk to us about creating the interior that  
you have always dreamed of.

“Details make perfection, 

and perfection is 

not a detail.”

Leonardo Da Vinci



Tailor
The Best of Both Worlds

In combining the once forgotten art of British coachbuilding 
with the latest and best of new automotive technology, 
Eadon Green can tailor Zanturi to the perfect customer fit. 
Using near-infinite combinations of trim, colour and material 
options, you can demand an absolutely unique piece of 
automotive art.

The finest hides, the rarest of woods, the most beautiful 
metals, the most discerning of customers.

“The UK has a rich history in 

the creation of famous and 

iconic cars, from Jaguar’s 

E-type to the Phantom from 

Rolls Royce, not forgetting 

James Bond’s fabulous Aston 

Martins. Britain is renowned 

for its engineering and creative 

excellence at the very top of 

the world automotive industry.”

Felix Eaton



Engineer
Modern Engineering

Zanturi is built upon the best engineering available to the 
motoring world, combining art and graceful design with 
modern technologies.

The V12 petrol engine under the bonnet is whisper quiet 
and smooth and our radar reads the road ahead making 
thousands of calculations, guiding the suspension and 
drivetrain to their optimum efficiency.

Zanturi is quick and nimble, yet still provides lightly 
weighted steering and a gently controlled ride. The air 
suspension soaks up even dramatic bumps without much 
disturbance to those luxuriating inside the cabin. Upon 
demand, Eadon Green will turn up the engine’s torque and 
tweak the suspension and transmission tuning for a slightly 
sportier driving experience.

All-in-all, Eadon Green’s combination of modern 
engineering technology, hand worked aluminium and 
carbon fibre coachbuilding have been applied to realize a 
future automotive icon; Zanturi.



“Eadon Green has one very simple 

objective: to design and produce 

cars built upon passion!”

Felix Eaton

The vision
Watching a TV episode of Poirot, in late 2013, I fell 
in love with a beautiful 1930s convertible driven by 
Captain Hastings.

My interest in 1930s cars was sparked and after some 
research, I found a number of books that showcased French 
carrosserie houses such as Figoni & Falaschi, Chapron, Pour 
Tout and of course the legendary Jean Bugatti. In a brief 
burst of artistic creativity, these companies created some of 
the world’s most beautiful examples of automotive art in the 
final years of the Art Deco period.

I quickly realised that there were very few cars for sale from 
this inspirational period and furthermore, that they had 
become investor pieces more suited to museum life than for 
a life on the roads in the 21st century.

From this realization came the idea to build a new car, 
modern in its chassis and features but inspired by the grace 
and beauty of the creations of the original pioneering coach 
builders. It was time to start sketching, and Eadon Green 
was born.



The journey
I knew from the start that my car would need an identity 
and, as the name Eaton was already taken, I chose the name 
Eadon and added my grandmother’s maiden name, Green. 
My grant of Arms from the Royal College of Arms forms the 
centrepiece of the Eadon Green identity, making the Eadon 
Green badge very personal to me.

Eadon Green has the creative drive to imagine cars as 
objects of beauty and desire, and we seek to turn this 
inspiration and passion into tangible world class motor 
vehicles, both at home on the road and in motoring 
museums and collections.

The unique structure of Eadon Green allows us to design 
exceptional individual cars with engineering integrity that is 
equal to the best production cars anywhere in the world.



Eadon Green
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